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[1] I develop several statistical indices of cratering on planetary surfaces based on Poissonian
probability. These cratering formulas, being both analytic and probabilistic, have advantages
over numerical or nonprobabilistic approaches in ease of calculation, clarity of interpretation,
and evident flexibility. Specific indices developed include the fraction of a planet’s surface
expected to be cratered N occasions over a given time interval, expected uncertainty in crater
coverage, the depth and distribution of developed megaregolith, and the evolution in crater
population. For instance, under current conditions, 15% of the Earth’s surface should have been
cratered one or more times in the past 3 billion years. In the median case, ejecta from these impacts
would have blanketed the planet to a depth of 313 m. These indices, of course, depend upon
asteroid flux and the minimum asteroid size imposed by atmospheric filtering. Analytical
formulas make it simple to account for such variations by feeding in their history from current
conditions to those present on the early Earth. If, as is thought, Earth’s bolide flux rate has
decreased by a factor of 10,000 from its formation until now, then 99.99% of the Earth’s surface
should have been cratered one or more times in the past 3 billion years. In the first 100 Ma of
the early Earth, 90% of its the surface would have suffered more than 50 impacts, even
considering the protection of the atmosphere. Ramifications of these bombardment statistics
pertain to the survivability of crustal fragments and early life forms. INDEX TERMS: 5420
Planetology: Solid Surface Planets: Impact phenomena (includes cratering); 5470 Planetology:
Solid Surface Planets: Surface materials and properties; KEYWORDS: Cratering statistics,
cratering probabilities, crater populations, impact hazard

1. Introduction: Probabilistic Cratering Theory

[2] The statistics of bolide impacts touch diverse disciplines
within planetary science. The evolution of a planet’s physical,
chemical, and biological make up, the shape of its gravitational
and magnetic fields, and its exposure to hazards posed by
collisions all find common ground in these statistics. To develop
predictive models of the consequences of bolide bombardment,
one must somehow link the fundamental input statistic (the bolide
flux rate) to the likelihood that a particular outcome (say, location
r0 ending up in a crater) will be realized after a given period of
time. Probability theory forms this link. Probability theory has
found wide success in the earth sciences in quantifying hazards
and risks from earthquakes, landslides, and tsunamis. Parallel
uses of the theory should be equally profitable in planetary
studies. In this article, I formulate and explore applications of
probability theory as they pertain to the effects of impact
cratering.
[3] Probabilistic cratering theory hinges on two functions:

n (r0, RI) and H (rs, r0, RI). The bolide flux rate n (r0, RI), specifies
the mean annual rate of impacts of bodies of radius between RI

and RI + dRI per square meter of a planet’s surface at location r0.
Bolide flux rate is the fundamental input statistic for all impact-
related processes. The hit function H (rs, r0, RI), varies between 1
and 0 according to the fraction of impactors of radius RI falling at
r0 that create a particular outcome at location rs. The hit function
ties the ‘‘cause’’ to the ‘‘effect.’’ Typically, it grows as the
distance to the impact decreases and as the size of the impactor
increases. Knowledge of n (r0, RI) and imaginative selections of
H (rs, r0, RI) spawn a variety of useful cratering statistics.

[4] Start by considering the population integral

N rs; r0ð Þ ¼
Z1
0

n r0;RIð ÞH rs; r0;RIð ÞdRI : ð1Þ

The integrand in (1) represents the rate of bolides of radius RI

impacting at r0 multiplied by the fraction of such impacts that
cause a particular outcome at rs. Integrating over all bolide sizes
produces N(rs, r0), the number of times per year (on average) that
that particular outcome happens at rs caused by impacts on the
square meter of the planet at r0. To compute the total rate, integrate
(1) over all (or part) of the planet’s surface

N rsð Þ ¼
Z
r0

dA r0ð Þ
Z1
0

n rs;RIð ÞH rs; r0;R1ð ÞdR1 ð2Þ

N(rs) specifies the average rate of occurrence of an impact-related
process at rs. N(rs) is useful in itself, but to go farther, assumptions
must be made as to how the occurrences distribute in time. The
simplest approach calls for impacts and impact-related effects to be
Poissonian. In a Poisson process the mean number of occurrences
of an event in any time interval T is constant (at N(rs)T ) and
independent of the number of occurrences in any other
nonoverlapping interval of equal length. Poissonian statistics
describe well many natural phenomena such as counts of
radioactive decay particles or random defects in materials.
[5] If impacts are Poissonian, then the probability of N or more

occurrences of the impact-related process at rs in interval T is

P rs; T ;Nð Þ ¼ 1�
XN�1

k¼0

N rsð ÞT½ �ke�N rsð ÞT

k!
: ð3Þ
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Probability (3) is the kernel of this article and it represents the
primary advancement over previous works [e.g., Shoemaker et al.,
1969, 1970] that produced analytical cratering formulas solely
based on population-like integrals (1) and (2). Probability (3) may
be site specific, or site generic depending on the forms of bolide
flux and the hit function. If P (rs, T, N ) is site specific, then
integrating it over area A surface gives that fraction of a planetary
surface of age T that has suffered the impact-related event N or
more times. If P(rs, T, N ) is site generic, then the probability itself
equals that fraction of the surface that has suffered the event N or
more times. Importantly, the selection of N accounts for the
likelihood of overlapping occurrences, say, the fraction of a
surface that falls in exactly two impact craters. For cratering
statistics that involve only a yes or no response, any N greater than
one applies. For other cratering statistics a particular N is relevant.
Still other cratering statistics may spring from the combined
likelihood of two or more situations. For instance, the probability
that a location has not been cratered to depth greater than Dc but
has been cratered one or more times just to depth Dc. A primary
value of a probabilistic approach is that it allows the derivation of
cratering statistics that cannot be formulated from population
equations (1) and (2) alone.

2. Asteroid Impact Statistics

[6] In sections 4–7 below, I intend to compute several cratering
statistics based on (3). Before this can be done, however, a bolide
flux rate has to be chosen. Bolide flux can be complicated
functions deriving from many distinct projectile populations (stony
asteroids, short- and long-period comets, etc.). To keep things
simple, suppose that bolide flux is independent of the position on
the planet surface (i.e., n (r0, RI ), = n(RI )) and that the cumulative
flux rate follows a single power law

n> RIð Þ ¼ aR�b
I ; ð4Þ

where n>(RI) represents the annual rate of impacts of asteroids of
radius greater than RI per square meter of planet surface. The
differential flux rate needed in (2) is

n RIð Þ ¼ �d n> RIð Þ½ �=dRI ¼ abR�b�1
I : ð5Þ

For the current, near-Earth environment,Ward and Asphaug [2000]
established constants a and b

a ¼ a0 ¼ 3:89 � 10�14 m1=3
�
yr; b ¼ b0 ¼ 7=3 ð6Þ

by fitting a line through global average flux estimates of
Nemtchinov et al. [1997] and Shoemaker et al. [1990]. Figure 1
shows that this selection generates one Earth-striking impactor
RI > 500 m in 100,000 years, one RI > 50 m in 464 years, one
RI > 5 m in 2.2 years, and twenty RI > 1 m annually.
[7] In transit to the Earth surface, smaller objects fragment and

disintegrate, so impactor flux at the top of the atmosphere (6) does
not equal the flux at the planet surface. I account for atmospheric
losses by including a high pass filter on bolide flux as

n> RIð Þ ¼ aR�b
I ; n RIð Þ ¼ abR�b�1

I : RI > Rmin

n> RIð Þ ¼ aR�b
min; n RIð Þ ¼ 0 : RI 	 Rmin:

This filter presumes that all impactors of radius less than Rmin burn
up in transit while all impactors of radius greater than Rmin pass
unscathed. Toon et al. [1994] note that stony asteroids smaller than

65-m radius lose more than half their energy to airburst. Rmin =
50 m, then, is a reasonable choice for the current Earth atmosphere.

3. Crater Shape Relations

[8] The impact processes considered in this article relate to
cratering. As such, the hit functions need to know the diameter and
depth of craters generated by a given impactor. These relations,
too, can be complex, but let’s pick simple ones for the sake of
illustration.

3.1. Crater Diameter

[9] I employ Schmidt and Holsapple’s [1982] scaling rule for
crater diameter

d S�H
c ¼ 2RI

1

3:22

� �
V 2
I

gRI

� �b rI
rT

� �1=3
CT

1:24

� 	
: ð7Þ

VI and rI label the velocity and density of the impactor, and g is the
acceleration of gravity. Parameters b = 0.22 and CT = 1.88 depend

Figure 1. Cumulative bolide flux as a function of radius from (4)
with constants a and b selected such that the line runs through the
Nemtchinov et al. [1997] flux rate at small impactor radius (left
star) and Shoemaker et al.’s [1990] rate at large radius (right star).
The dashed lines indicate the flux after correction for atmospheric
losses.

Table 1. Cavity diameter and depth in meters as found from (7)

and (11,12) versus impactor radius. Here VI = 20 km/s, g = 9.8 m/s2

and rI = rT = 3 gm/cm3

RI(m) diameter
dc

depth
Dc

dc/Dc

1 111 64 1.72
2.5 226 124 1.82
5 389 205 1.90
10 667 337 1.98
25 1364 653 2.09
50 2342 1075 2.18
100 4022 1771 2.27
250 8219 3425 2.40
500 14113 5641 2.50
1000 24234 9292 2.61
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on target properties and derive from laboratory impact experiments
into sand. Table 1 lists and Figure 2 plots dc

S�H for typical Earth
conditions. In our range of interest, (7) can be approximated by

dc RIð Þ ¼ QR
3=4
I ; Q ¼ 127:181 m1=4: ð8Þ

Note from (4) and (8) that the cumulative production rate of craters
of diameter greater than dc per unit area is

np
> dcð Þ ¼ a dc=Qð Þ�4b=3¼ apd

��
c : ð9Þ

Crater production parameters ap = aQl and l = 4b/3 are analogous
to the a and b values governing asteroid flux. For a = a0 and b = b0,
l equals 28/9 � 3.1 and ap equals 1.3 � 10�7 m10/9/yr. Crater
production rates will be addressed again in section 7.

3.2. Crater Depth

[10] Ward and Asphaug [2000] considered radially symmetric,
parabolic impact craters of the form

uimpact
z rð Þ ¼ Dc 1� r� r0j j2

.
R2
c

� �
; r� r0j j 	

ffiffiffi
2

p
Rc

uimpact
z rð Þ ¼ 0; r � r0j j >

ffiffiffi
2

p
RC :

ð10Þ

For shape (10) the excavation within radius Rc has peak depth Dc,
mean depth Dc = Dc /2, and all of the excavated material deposits
on the crater lip between radius Rc and

ffiffiffi
2

p
Rc. By assuming a

general relationship between cavity depth and radius as

Dc ¼ qRa
c : ð11Þ

Ward and Asphaug [2000] also showed by means of basic energy
arguments that crater diameter (dc = 2Rc) relates to impactor
properties as

dc ¼ 2RI 2eð Þ V
2
I

gRI

� �d rI
rT

� �1=3 rT
rI

� �1=3�d
1

qRa�1
I

� �2d
( )

; ð12Þ

where d = 1/2(1 + a). With a = 1/(2b) � 1 and e = 0.15, a q can be
found such that (12) agrees identically with (7). With a and q
known, (11) associates a cavity depth with a Schmidt-Holsapple

crater diameter. To a good approximation, crater depth Dc (RI), and
mean crater depth Dc (RI) reduce to

Dc RIð Þ ¼ dc RIð Þ=2:27 ¼ QR
3=4
I

2:27
; ð13Þ

Dc RIð Þ ¼ QR
3=4
I

4:54
: ð14Þ

4. Application 1: Crater Coverage

[11] With the ingredients supplied in sections 2 and 3, I am
ready to apply probabilistic theory. Consider first, crater coverage
(simply the fraction of any surface that has been cratered). For
crater coverage the hit function equals 1, if rs locates within one
crater radius of an impact and equals zero otherwise. That is, rs
either falls in the crater or not. For impactors of radius between
Rmin and Rmax, the first integral in (2) reduces to the area of the
cavity

N rsð Þ ¼ N Rmin;Rmaxð Þ ¼ p=4ð Þ
ZRmax

Rmin

d2
c RIð Þn RIð ÞdRI ð15Þ

and from flux rate (5) and (8)

N Rmin;Rmaxð Þ ¼ pabQ2

4

ZRmax

Rmin

R
�bþ1=2
I dRI

¼ pabQ2

4 b� 3=2ð Þ R
3=2�b

min � R3=2�b
max

� �
: ð16Þ

Because rates (16) are generic, probabilities computed from them
pertain, in the mean, to aggregates of any of the planet’s surface. If

Figure 2. Plot of cavity diameter and depth versus impactor
radius. The solid lines are computed from equations (7), (11), and
(12). The dashed lines are approximations (8) and (13).

Figure 3. Fraction (in percent) of a surface expected to be
cratered as a function of age and minimum impactor radius as
computed from equations (16) and (17) with a = a0, b = b0 and
Rmax = 1. The dashed line is the appropriate cutoff for Earth’s
atmosphere.
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I define a location to be cratered if it has been struck by one or
more impactors of radius between Rmin and Rmax, then from (3)

Pcratered Rmin;Rmax; T ; 1ð Þ ¼ 1� e�N Rmin; Rmaxð ÞT ð17Þ

represents the mean fraction of any planetary surface of age T that
will be cratered. Figure 3 graphs Pcratered (Rmin, Rmax, T, 1) in percent
for Rmin =1 to500m for surfacesfrom1000 to1010 years old exposed
to the current Earth bolide flux. Un-erased 100 and 1000 Ma
surfaces should have 0.5% and 5% crater coverage, if Rmin = 50 m;
and 12% and 75% coverage if Rmin = 1 m. {Note provided that
Rmax > 10Rmin, Rmax has little effect on (17) for b > 3/2. In other
cratering statistics, however, Rmax has more bearing. Unless stated
otherwise, Rmax = 1 below and I use N(Rmin) and Pcratered (Rmin, T,
N ) as shorthand for N(Rmin, 1) and Pcratered (Rmin, 1, T, N ).}
[12] Analytical expressions for crater coverage have advantage

over purely numerical simulations in that the roles of the major
players (Rmin, a value, b value, T ) are clearly visualized, and their
values can be modified quickly. Figure 4 again plots the fraction of
crater coverage versus surface age but now for greatly higher and
slightly lower bolide fluxes. Figure 4 says that 99% of any planetary
surface would be impacted one or more times in 9, 90, and 900 Ma
for bolide fluxes of 10,000, 1000, and 100 times the current rate.
[13] The formulations above make it easy to carry this exercise

farther and build into cratered fraction a specific flux history a(t) as

Pcratered Rmin; T ; 1ð Þ ¼ 1� e
�N Rminð Þ

R
0
T a tð Þ=a0½ �dt

: ð18Þ

For example, on the basis of lunar crater counts and surface ages,
Baldwin [1971] has suggested that near-Earth asteroid density in
the early solar system (4.6 Ga) was up to 10,000 times greater than

that today. Imagine then, that Earth’s bolide flux history a(t)
followed an exponential growth like

a tð Þ ¼ a0e
9:21t=4:6Ga ð19Þ

where a0 is the current value and t is years before the present.
Figure 5 contrasts (18) with (19) versus the case a(t) =a0. Crater
cover predictions diverge strongly prior to 500Ma. For Rmin = 50 m,
fully 99.99% of exposed crust older than 3 Ga should have been
struck by an asteroid at least once under increased bombardment
(19). Compare this with the 15% coverage expected if today’s flux
rate held constant through history.
[14] Disruption by impacts probably contributes to the scarcity

of Earth rocks older than 3 Ga. Indeed, with a values of
�10,000a0, virtually all exposed surfaces on an early Earth would
have been impacted in short order not just once, but dozens of
times. Figure 6 quantifies this thought in plots of the fraction of
surface expected to be cratered N or more times versus age. In just
100 Ma, 90% of the surface of the early Earth would have suffered
more than 50 impacts even considering the protection of the
atmosphere. Development of lifeforms in such chaos would be
all but impossible. These statistics provide a basis for estimating
the likelihood that sufficiently stable conditions might exist for life
to gain (or lose) its foothold. Suppose that 90% of the earth’s
surface must remain impact-free over 10 Ma for environmental
conditions to favor maturation of simple lifeforms. Figure 4
indicates that this degree of stability requires a(t) to decay from

Figure 4. Fraction (in percent) of a surface expected to be
cratered as a function of surface age and bolide flux as computed
from equation (17). Rmin = 50 m, Rmax = 1, and b = b0.

Figure 5. Fraction (in percent) of a surface expected to be
cratered as a function of surface age. The solid lines assume b = b0
and constant current bolide flux a0. The dashed lines assume
exponentially increasing flux (19). The bottom two lines are
appropriate for the Earth’s atmosphere. At the increased historical
rate, no surface greater than 
3 Ga should survive asteroid
bombardment.
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10,000a0 to 200a0. On the basis of (19) it would take 2.0 Ga after
Earth’s formation for asteroid bombardment to slow sufficiently.

5. Application 2: Uncertainty in Crater
Coverage Measurement

[15] Formula (17) provides a compact prediction of crater
coverage given bolide flux rate. From an observational perspective,
however, just how densely and over how much of a planet’s
surface does one need to sample to get a good estimate of crater
coverage? Crater coverage estimates rest on c, a discrete random
variable that takes on the values 0 or 1 (c = 0, no the sample point
is not cratered; c = 1, yes the sample point is cratered) guided by
Poisson process (3)

P c ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ e�N Rminð ÞT ; P c ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ 1� e�N Rminð ÞT :

The expected value and variance of c are

E cð Þ ¼ P c ¼ 0ð Þ � 0þ P c ¼ 1ð Þ � 1

¼ 1� e�N Rminð ÞT ¼ Pcratered Rmin;T; 1ð Þ; ð20Þ

s2 cð Þ¼E c2
� �

� E2 cð Þ¼E cð Þ� E2 cð Þ¼ 1� E cð Þ½ �E cð Þ: ð21Þ

Consider a sampling experiment that estimates a cratered fraction
by summing cs observed at N points on a planet’s surface of age T
and area Asurface

Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ ¼ 1

N

XN
n¼1

cn: ð22Þ

From (20) the expected value of the sample estimate

E Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

¼ 1

N

XN
n¼1

E cnð Þ ¼ E cð Þ

¼ Pcratered Rmin; T ; 1ð Þ ð23Þ

equals the predicted value (17) regardless of the number of points
or area sampled. Everything is fine so far. The variance of the
sample estimate is

s2 Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

¼ s2 cnð Þ
N

þ 2

N 2

�
XN
n¼1

XN
m>n

E cncmð Þ � E cnð ÞE cmð Þ½ �: ð24Þ

Point cratering samples cn are random, but they can be highly
correlated. At any cratered location, neighboring points probably
are cratered, too, by the same impactor. Thus the cross correlations
in the second term in (21) contribute positively to the variance.
Their effect can be approximated by dividing the first term in (24)
by Nind, the number of independent points in the sample, rather
than the total points (Nind < N )

s2 Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

� s2 cð Þ
Nind

�
1� Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
Nind

: ð25Þ

The second step above comes from (21) and (23). The number of
independent observation points depends on the mean separation of
the samples compared to dc, the distance between locations that
can be struck independently. Suppose that dc is the mean diameter
of all the craters on the surface,

�dc ¼ n�1
> Rminð Þ

Z1
Rmin

dc RIð Þn RIð ÞdRI ¼
bdc Rminð Þ
b� 3=4ð Þ ð26Þ

and that Nind behaves like

Nind ¼ Nmax 1� e�N=Nmax

� �
; Nmax ¼ Asurface

�
pd

2

c : ð27Þ

That is, Nind grows like N early in the experiment but saturates as
samples become more closely packed. Nmax is the largest number
of independent samples possible in area Asurface.
[16] Given the area of the surface sampled, the impactor flux

rate, and the smallest crater diameter dc(Rmin) that counts as a hit in
the sample, (25) and (27) answer the questions posed at the
beginning of this section. For instance, the 2 sigma errors in the
observed cratered fraction (22) would be

2s Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

� F N ;Asurface;Rminð Þ

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
� �

Psamp N ;Asurfaceð Þ
q

; ð28Þ

where

F N ;Asurface;Rminð Þ ¼ 2 Nmax 1� e�N=Nmax

� �h i�1=2
:

Unlike the expected value of the crater coverage estimate, the
uncertainty of the estimate does depend on the number of samples
and sample area. Errors in crater coverage (Figure 7) measurements
drop by 1/

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
until sample density reaches the level where single

impacts start to be resampled. Errors cannot be lowered farther
without expanding the sample area.

Figure 6. Fraction (in percent) of a surface expected to be
cratered N or more times as a function of surface age as computed
from Pcratered(Rmin, T, N ) (equation (3)). Rmin = 50 m and b = b0.
Bolide flux equals 10,000a0.
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[17] This all looks complicated. How can (28) actually be used?
Suppose that you wish to sample a surface such that the uncer-
tainty F(N, Asurface, Rmin) falls to 0.1. If ‘‘hits’’ included craters as
small as dc(10 m) = 715 m, the experiment would need to take
2000 samples over a 1000 km2 area, or 400 samples over
10,000 km2 (read these from the stars, Figure 7, top). If only
craters larger than dc(50 m) = 2391 m are counted, 2000 samples
over 10,000 km2 or 400 samples over a 100,000 km2 (stars,
Figure 7, middle) must be taken to reach the same level of
confidence. Suppose instead that an experiment measured a
cratered fraction of 30% from 100-point samples in craters larger
than dc(50 m) = 2391 m over 10,000 km2 of visible planet. What is
the certainty in the estimate? F(100, 104 km2, 50 m) = 0.2 (circle,
Figure 7, middle) so from (28)Psamp(N, Asurface) = 30% ± 9%.
[18] The limit of s2[Psamp(N, Asurface)] as Nind goes to Nmax can

be thought of as the intrinsic variance of predicted crater coverage
over area Asurface. That is, statistic (17) can be assigned 2 sigma
bounds of

2s Pcratered Rmin; T ; 1ð Þ½ � ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=Nmax

p
� 1� Pcratered Rmin; T ; 1ð Þ½ �Pcratered Rmin; T ; 1ð Þf g1=2: ð29Þ

6. Application 3: Megaregolith Development

[19] Can statistics governing the depth of megaregolith devel-
oped on a planetary surface be estimated given a bolide flux
history? (This article refers to megaregolith as any material that
has been excavated and deposited one or more times by impacts.)
The curves in Figure 3 plot the fraction of a surface that has been hit
one or more times by impactors at least as large as Rmin. Because
each of these impacts digs a crater of mean depth Dc(Rmin), these curves also can be interpreted as the fraction of surface covered by

impact-generated megaregolith to at least depth Dc(Rmin). This is
true regardless of whether the ejecta deposits in some fashion on the
crater rim or it falls back into the hole. (I ignore here compaction
effects or loss of ejecta to space.)
[20] With thought, a statistic governing mean megaregolith

depth can be constructed as a product of probabilities

Dregolith Rmin;Rmax; Tð Þ ¼
ZRmax

Rmin

1� Pcratered RI ;Rmax; T ; 1ð Þ½ �

� @Pcratered RI ;Rmax; T ; 1ð Þ
@RI

� �
DC RIð ÞdRI

: ð30Þ

Note that maximum impactor size Rmax, has been reinstated. The
first term in (30) gives the fraction of surface that has not been
cratered by one or more impactors larger than RI but smaller than
Rmax. The second term gives the fraction of the remaining surface
that has been cratered by one or more bolides of radius RI. Dc(RI) is
the mean crater depth (megaregolith depth) generated by those
bolides. Because

1� Pcratered RI ;Rmax; T ; 1ð Þ½ � � @Pcratered RI ;Rmax; T ; 1ð Þ
@RI

� �

¼ @

@RI

�Pcratered RI ;Rmax; 2T ; 1ð Þ
2

� �
ð31Þ

an integration by parts gives

Dregolith Rmin;Rmax; Tð Þ ¼ 1

2
Pcratered Rmin;Rmax; 2T ; 1ð ÞDC Rminð Þ

þ 1

2

ZRmax

Rmin

Pcratered RI ;Rmax; 2T ; 1ð ÞD 0
c RIð ÞdRI :

ð32Þ

Figure 7. Curves of uncertainty F(N, Asurface, Rmin ) in measured
crater coverage given the number of samples and the sampled area.
Small numbers of samples over small areas make for greater
uncertainties. Here b = b0.

Figure 8. Mean megaregolith depth versus surface age as
computed from (32) with b = b0 and Rmax = 1. The groups of
four lines correspond (top to bottom) with Rmin = 1, 10, 100, and
1000 m.
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with Dc

0
(RI) = 3Q/18.16RI

1/4. The Q here is the parameter in the
crater diameter-impactor radius relation (8).
[21] Figure 8 plots mean megaregolith depth versus surface age

for the bolide flux between 100,000a0 and a0/10. In this case, mean
megaregolith thickness is proportional to surface age and bolide
flux. Note that the curves for the various Rmin merge as the surface
gets old. When regolith develops to a thickness that exceeds mean
cratering depth, small impacts no longer dig into virgin material,
but they merely overturn existing debris.
[22] For current Earth conditions (a = a0, b = b0, Rmin = 50 m),

(32) predicts that 10 Ma, 100 Ma, 1 Ga, and 3 Ga surfaces should
be covered by 2.1, 21, 206, and 610 m of asteroid impact debris if
Rmax = 1. The integral (32) coverges slowly, however, so the
assumption Rmax = 1 will overestimate megaregolith production
on all but the largest and oldest surfaces. Huge bolides rarely strike
small and young surfaces, and the contribution from them are
absent ordinarily. A better approach limits the maximum size of
contributing bolides. Limit Rmax might be based on the largest
impactor likely to strike a surface of area Asurface and age T. For
instance, from (4) the selection

Rmax ¼ C aT Asurfaceð Þ1=b ð33Þ

corresponds to 1-in-C chance of a hit by an impactor of radius
greater than Rmax. C = 2 would be the median case. Figure 9 plots
mean megaregolith depth versus age again, but now with limit (33)
and C = 10 for Asurface = 104, 106, and 108 km2. Compared with
Figure 8, mean regolith depth is reduced by a factor of 2–4. For
current Earth conditions, (32) with limit (33) (C = 10, Asurface =
5.1 � 108 km2) predicts that surfaces of 10 Ma, 100 Ma, 1 Ga, and
3 Ga should be covered by 0.8, 9.8, 110, and 339 m of asteroid
impact debris. That equals an accumulation rate of 
10�4 mm/yr.
Median Earths of the same ages should be blanketed to 0.7, 8.8,
101, and 313 m.
[23] In applications where the distribution of megaregolith is of

concern, consider f>(Drelogith, T), the fraction of a surface of age T

with megaregolith depth greater than or equal to Drelogith. As was
mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, f>(Drelogith, T) is
just the fraction of the surface that has been struck one or more
times by impactors of radius R(Drelogith) = (4.54Drelogith/Q)

4/3

(equation (14)) or greater, i.e.,

f> Dregolith; T
� �

¼ Pcratered R Dregolith

� �
;Rmax; T ; 1

� �
¼ 1� e�N R Dregolithð Þ;Rmax½ �T ; ð34Þ

where

N R dcð Þ;Rmax½ � ¼
pabQ 2 Rb�3=2 Dregolith

� �
� R

b�3=2
max

h i
4 b� 3=2ð Þ ð35Þ

f>(Drelogith,T ) follows curves like Figure 3 and needs no further
explanation.

7. Application 4: Evolution of Crater Population

[24] Early in the history of a fresh surface, crater populations
grow in proportion with the crater production (9). With time the
rate at which smaller craters become obliterated by larger impacts
equals the rate at which they are produced, and the small crater
population reaches an equilibrium. The statistics developed here
provide a derivation of crater population evolution. Consider
n>
c (dc, dc

max, T ), the number of craters of diameter greater than
dc and smaller than dc

max on a surface of area Asurface and age T. A
statistic for n>

c (dc, dc
max, T ) can be formulated using similar logic

as (30)

nc> dc; d
max
c ; T

� �
¼ Asurface

ZR dmax
cð Þ

R dcð Þ

1� Pcratered RI ;R dmax
c

� �
; T ; 1

� �� �

� �
@Pcratered RI ;R dmax

c

� �
; T ; 1

� �
@RI

� �
4

pd2c RIð Þ

� �
dRI :

ð36Þ

Figure 9. Mean megaregolith depth versus surface age as
computed from (32) but with Rmax limited to (33) with C = 10.
The group of three lines correspond (bottom to top) with Asurface =
104, 106, and 108 km2. For comparison, the area of the Earth is
5.1 � 108 km2. Here b = b0 and Rmin =10 m.

Figure 10. Evolution of crater population as predicted from
equation (38) for b = b0 (l = 3.1), Rmin = 0, and dmax = 1. Surface
ages in years are listed along the bottom for asteroid flux rates a = a0
and a = 10a0. Stars are the observed lunar crater population near
Sinus Medii [after Gault, 1970]. Equation (42) estimates the age of
this surface to be 590 Ma.
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R(dc) is the impactor radius that produces a crater of diameter dc.
The first term in (36) gives the fraction of surface that has not been
cratered by one or more impactors larger than RI. The second term
quotes the fraction of the surface that has been cratered by one or
more bolides of radius RI. The product then, gives the fraction of
the surface that has been cratered at size dc(RI), but not obliterated
by one larger. Division by pdc

2/4 generates the largest number of
craters that could fit into that space. Melosh [1989] calls this
number ‘‘geometric saturation,’’ although observed crater popula-
tions reach equilibrium at a small fraction of it. Using (31), (36)
becomes

nc> dc; d
max
c ; T

� �
¼ 2Asurface

pd2c
Pcratered R dcð Þ;R dmax

c

� �
; 2T ; 1

� �

� 4Asurface

p

ZR dmax
cð Þ

R dcð Þ

Pcratered RI ;R dmax
c

� �
; 2T ; 1

� �
d�3
c RIð ÞdRI :

ð37Þ

An evaluation of (37) reveals that the second integral contributes
little. The first term, with (17) gives

nc> dc; d
max
c ; T

� �
� 2Asurface

pd2c
1� e�2N R dcð Þ;R dmax

cð Þ½ �T
h i

; ð38Þ

where

N R dcð Þ;R dmax
c

� �� �
¼

pabQ2 Rb�3=2 dcð Þ � Rb�3=2dmax
c

� �
4 b� 3=2ð Þ

¼
papd2�l

c 1� dc=d
max
c

� �l�2
h i
4 1� 2=lð Þ : ð39Þ

Equation (38) describes the time evolution of crater count statistics

in terms of the crater production parameters ap and l. When T is
small, (38) reduces to

nc> dc; d
max
c ; T

� �
¼

4AsurfaceT N R dcð Þ;R dmax
c

� �� �
pd2c

¼ apd
�l
c AsurfaceT

1� 2=lð Þ 1� dc
�
dmax
c

� �l�2
h i

: ð40Þ

The cumulative number of craters on young surfaces is propor-
tional to the cumulative crater production rate apdc

�l, the area of
the surface, and time. When the surface gets very old, (38) reverts
to

nc> dc; d
max
c ; T

� �
¼ 2Asurface

pd2c
: ð41Þ

Under equilibrium conditions, n>
c (dc) / dc

�2 regardless of crater
production. The curves in Figure 10 show predictions (38) scaled
by 5%. The dashed line follows geometric saturation (41). The
transition between unsaturated and saturated behaviors occurs at a
crater diameter dc

eq such that 2N [R(dc
eq), R(dc

max)] T = 1, or

deqc ¼ lpapT
2 l� 2ð Þ

� � 1
l�2

ð42Þ

if dc
max = 1. Equation (42) provides a means to date a surface

given a crater production rate. Surfaces near Sinus Medii have
dc
eq� 200 m (Figure 10), so their age is 590 Ma if a = a0 and b = b0.

Note that an important extension to (38) includes adaptation to
time variable production rates similar to (18).

8. Application 5: Comparison to Numerical
Simulation

[25] It would be nice to run a few numerical simulations to
double check the probabilistic predictions. To construct a numer-
ical simulations that are consistent with the assumptions founding
the statistical indices, asteroid sizes must be drawn from a power

Figure 11. Four numerical simulations of evolving of crater coverage on 100 � 100 km surfaces exposed to
asteroid impacts drawn from distribution (4) with a = a0, b = b0, and Rmin = 10 m. Surface ages are 50, 100, 500, and
1000 Ma. The two numbers to the left of each panel are the calculated and predicted (17) crater cover (in percent).
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law distribution (4), they must be dropped with a uniform like-
lihood over area, and they must be spaced in time according to a
Poisson distribution with mean interval Tave = Rmin

b /aAsurface. The
time intervals and asteroid size selections are uncorrelated.

8.1. Crater Coverage

[26] The rows of Figure 11 mosaic four crater cover simulations
for 100 � 100 km surfaces exposed to asteroid impacts at the
current Earth flux rate for durations up to 1 Ga. White colors
undisturbed surface. Dark circles cover areas within one or more
crater radii. Equations (17) and (29) predict crater coverage at 1.0 ±

0.37%, 2.0 ± 0.52%, 9.7 ± 1.1%, 18.4 ± 1.4% at 50, 100, 500, and
1000 Ma, respectively if Rmax = 1; and 0.9 ± 0.36%, 1.9 ± 0.51%,
9.3 ± 1.1%, 17.9 ± 1.4% if Rmax is limited to (33) with C = 10.
Mean ‘‘observed’’ coverage in the four simulations (1.1, 2.0, 9.5,
and 17.8%) aligns with the predictions.

8.2. Megaregolith Development

[27] A numerical model for megaregolith development draws
impacts from the same process as the crater coverage simulation.
Furthermore, the simulation uses a parabolic crater shape (10) for
points |r � r0| < Rc. In discussing mean megaregolith depth over

Figure 12. Four numerical experiments simulating regolith growth from impacts with Rmin = 10, a = 100a0, and
b = b0. Cross sections are shown at 125-Ma intervals to 1 Ga. In this simulation all ejecta redeposits into the craters.
Surface age and ‘‘observed’’ mean megaregolith depth are listed to the right of each section.

Figure 13. Same as (12); however, crater ejecta deposits on crater lips according to (10). Diffusion and relaxation
smooth the topography in this simulation.
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the entire surface, precisely where the excavated crater material
falls (uniformly over the surface, near the crater, or back in the
hole) is unimportant provided excavated and deposited volumes
are conserved. (Again, compaction and loss of ejecta to space are
ignored.) Figure 12 shows four simulations of megaregolith
development when all the excavated material drops back into the
hole after impact. The panels section a 100-km long line across the
center of a square region like Figure 11. Impacts randomly chew
the surface, hitting in and out of the plane of the section. Dark gray
colors material that has been excavated and deposited one or more
times by impacts. In these models the mean megaregolith depth
should follow the dashed line in Figure 9 and grow from 
600 to
3000 m and from 125 Ma to 1 Ga. With variation the numerical
model reproduces the statistical estimate well.
[28] In Figure 13 the same sets of asteroids work the landscape,

but now the ejected material deposits on the crater lip between Rc

and
ffiffiffi
2

p
Rc per (10). To give a bit of realism, diffusion and relaxation

flatten the surface. Diffusion smooths in proportion to landscape
slope. Relaxation smooths in proportion to landscape height. I set
these processes to act sufficiently slowly as to retain surface
expression of previous impacts over at least 125 Ma. The similar
thickness values between the panels Figures 12 and 13, evidence the
fact that details in ejecta distribution only weakly influence the
evolution of megaregolith thickness, at least in the mean.

9. Conclusions

[29] I develop several statistical indices of cratering on plane-
tary surfaces based on Poissonian probability. The indices consid-
ered include the fraction of a planet’s surface expected to be
cratered N or more occasions over a given time interval, the
variability expected in crater coverage, the depth and distribution
of megaregolith development, and the evolution in crater popula-
tion. Some of these indices have been explored previously in the
literature, either by purely numerical simulations or by analytic
consideration of production equations like (1) and (2). Cratering
formulas that are both analytic and probabilistic have advantages
over other methods in ease of calculation, clarity of interpretation,
and evident flexibility. Most notably, this approach accounts
automatically for the likelihood of overlapping occurrences and
it can build cratering statistics that are posed on the combined
likelihood of two or more situations. The probabilistic formulas
developed here can adapt to any asteroid flux (those with multi-
population components for instance) and minimum asteroid size
imposed by atmospheric filtering by feeding in their history from
current conditions to those present on the early Earth. Ramifica-
tions of these bombardment indices, and others that can be derived
from them, embrace a wide range of potential applications such as
the survivability of crustal fragments and early life.

Notation

a Scale factor in bolide size distribution,
equation (4).

a(t) Scale factor in bolide size distribution
if time dependent, equation (18).

a0 = 3.89� 10�14 m1/3/yr Value of a appropriate to current earth
environment, equation (6).

ap Scale factor in crater production dis-
tribution ap=1.3� 10�7 m10/9/yr when
a = a0 and b = b0, equation (9).

Asurface Surface area, equation (22).
b Exponent in bolide size distribution,

equation (6).
b0 = 7/3 Value of b appropriate to current earth

environment, equation (4).
C 1-in-C chance of a hit by an bolide of

radius greater than Rmax, equation (33).

c, cn Random variable that takes on the
values 0 or 1, equation (20).

dc Diameter of cavity (generic), equation
(9).

dc(RI) Diameter of cavity produced by bolide
of radius RI, equation (8).

dc Mean diameter of all craters on a
surface, equation (26).

Dc Depth of cavity (generic), equation
(10).

Dc(RI) Depth of cavity produced by bolide of
radius RI, equation (13).

Dc(RI) Mean depth of cavity produced by
bolide of radius RI, equation (14).

Drelogith(Rmin, Rmax, T ) Mean depth of regolith produced by
bolides of radius, greater than Rmin and
less than Rmax in time T, equation (26).

E(. . .) Expectation of (. . .), equation (20).
H(rs, r0, RI). Hit function. Fraction of bolidies of

radius RI impacting at r0 that cause a
particular impact-related even at rs
equation (1).

l Exponent in crater production distri-
bution. l = 28/9 when a = a0 and b =
b0, equation (9).

n(r0, RI) Flux rate of bolides of radius RI at r0,
equation (1).

n>(r0, RI) Flux rate of bolides of radius greater
than RI at r0, equation (2).

n(RI) Flux rate of bolides of radius RI (ge-
neric), equation (2).

n>(RI) Flux rate of bolides of radius greater
than RI (generic), equation (4).

n>
p (dc) Generic production rate of craters of

diameter greater than dc, equation (9).
n>
c (dc, dc

max, T ) Number of craters of diameter greater
than dc and smaller than dc

max on a
surface of area Asurface and age T, equa-
tion (36).

N(rs, r0) Recurrence rate of a particular impact-
related event at rs from impacts at r0,
equation (2).

N(rs) Recurrence rate of a particular impact-
related event at rs, equation (3).

N(Rmin, Rmax) Recurrence rate of a particular impact-
related event due to bolides of radius
between Rmin and Rmax (generic),
equation (15).

N(Rmin) Shorthand for N(Rmin,1), equation
(17).

Nmax Largest number of independent sam-
ples possible in area Asurface, equation
(27).

P(. . .) Probability of (. . .), equation (20).
P(rs, T, N ) Probability of N or more impact-

related events occurring at rs in time
T, equation (3).

Pcratered(Rmin, Rmax, T, N ) Generic probability of being been
struck by N or more impactors of
radius between Rmin and Rmax in time
T, equation (17).

Pcratered(Rmin, T, N ) Shorthand for Pcratered(Rmin,1, T, N ),
equation (17).

Psamp(N, Asurface) Observed fraction of N sample points
on Asurface that are cratered, equation
(21).

Q = 127.181 m1/4 Constant in cavity diameter-bolide ra-
dius relation, equation (8).
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Rc Cavity radius (generic), equation (10).
RI Bolide radius (generic), equation (1).

RminRmax Smallest (largest) bolide radius under
consideration, equation (15).

R(dc) Bolide radius that produces a cavity of
diameter dc, equation (36).

R(Dc) Bolide radius that produces a cavity of
depth Dc, equation (34).

s(. . .) Standard deviation of (. . .), equation
(28).

s2(. . .) Variance of (. . .), equation (21).
T Time interval or surface age, equa-

tion (3).
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